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Let’s Discover
Malmesbury up the N7
End of January is bound to be HOT wherever
you go – and today Malmesbury, was no exception. Our first stop was a new development in
Malmesbury called Bill & Co. It has a Bistro,
Wine Bar, Craft Beer, and I believe soon-to-be
installed Gin-Bar. There is also a vegetable
section which sells fresh veggies from the farm
including butter and large chickens.
They chatted to Kotie who had come especially from Darling for our
group . She cultivates the most wonderful mushrooms.
At 11:45 we headed off on a drive around town and visited No 14 Faure
Street which is an extremely well-kept 144 year old house. We sauntered around the garden and met some of the staff who showed us the
back garden. At this stage of the day it was getting very warm – probably
around the late 20’s or even into the 30 degree mark! Our next stop was
the Cherry Lane Bistro and Gift Shop. Our lunch was very good – albeit under the trying circumstances of the hot day a few errors crept in with
service! However, most said they had thoroughly enjoyed their lunch
(albeit huge portions) and many portions went home – this is country
hospitality for you!
Mains were a choice of Cherry Lane Burgers/ Chicken Schnitzel / Veg stir
Fry and Chicken Pie!
Dessert was a choice of Fruit Salad & ice cream (the most popular by far);
Lemon Meringue which would break any diet; Carrot cake and Chocolate
Brownies with ice cream.
30 + degrees in Malmesbury
and yet we all had such a GOOD DAY!

The Singing Cook
@ Rivendell

Coach leaves
TABLEVIEW AT
08H45 &

Time Out went to Rivendell in
October 2015, and it’s time to
go again! The Restaurant has
changed hands and Antonio and
Louise have taken over.

CONSTANTIA
AT 09H30

NOTE
CHANGE
AROUND
OF TIMES

Expect to be serenaded by
Antonio with some Italian arias
or even a few Dean Martin
songs!
Talk about “Singing for your
supper (lunch!!)”

Cost for the
day which
includes your

En route to lunch we will go into Kleinmond where you will
have the chance to take a walk and stretch your legs & enjoy
this little town!

transport, an
Italian 2
course lunch
& one glass of
wine is R480

There are several interesting little shops and I will be able to
point you in the correct direction.

Booking &

There’s a Pottery Gallery where you can browse ; a nursery
where they have great plants to buy and a coffee shop all in
the same building!

payment
deadline:
Friday 22nd
February

Kleinmond is known as THE SMALL TOWN WITH A
BIG HEART—meet Belinda Leontsinis who runs a Ceramic
studio (Belinda says “I cant wait to get to work”).

Trip Advisor—The Singing Cook, Rivendell. New owners
Antonio and Louise. An absolute lovely setting, food and
service. Classy
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BABYLONSTOREN DAY OUT
A place I always LOVE to visit is Babylonstoren - I am busy
putting together a day out there! They have a new Special
Collection tour which some of you might enjoy! If there is
space we can join their regular 11h30 tour (or just sit and enjoy
their gardens). Enjoy their Succulent Collection / Their Healing
Garden / or just sit on a bench and enjoy the amazing outdoor
space! They are quoting me on a lunch (at time of press) and
more details will be available in the March Newsletter.

WIN A FREE OUTING FOR MARCH

I have a competition for you this month—Let me know:
“ WHAT MONTH was the Alpaca CAROLINE born”.
One person will win a complimentary trip in March.

YOU HAVE to phone, email or What’s App me before
NOON on Monday 11th February.
All correct entries will be entered in a draw

Our day in Malmesbury!

